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“AFTER THE FALL”
A Look Into the Future of Delicate Arch

By Hayley Knouff

Born and raised in Moab, 
Hayley Knouff is a third year 
undergraduate currently 
attending the University of 
Michigan. Inspired by Moab’s 
gorgeous landscapes, she has 
enjoyed studying Art & 
Design and is now 
majoring in Geology.

COMING SOONER OR LATER...
No one knows for sure when it happened...when the 

forces of nature, wind and water and gravity, scoured a 
lone Entrada Sandstone outcropping of rock until they 
finally punched a small opening in the rock fin. 

From that moment in ancient history, no one can say 
with any accuracy how long it took the small hole to ex-
pand until it resembled the ‘delicate arch’ we recognize 
today.

And it’s anyone’s guess how long the iconic feature 
will remain as it is. Delicate Arch has withstood Time, 
weather and its first known hands-on, bottom to top 
insult, the solo ascent by Ego-Climber Dean Potter in 
2006. Still, the elements are at work, one grain of sand 
at a time. Maybe in another 25 years, or 250 years, or 
25,000 years...or tomorrow, the arch will fall.

When it does, as Hayley has so remarkably depicted, 
the National Park Serice will be there, to document the 
event with an interpretive sign...JS
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The mission of Moab Solutions is to reduce and eliminate the 
waste of materials and human potential while nurturing the 

well-being of the natural world.  We protect and restore natural 
areas, help the homeless help themselves, and promote the 
benefits of Respect, Rethink, Reduce, Reuse and Recycle 
practices.  At our core is a deep respect for and love of the 

natural world and all lives that depend upon it.

Donations to SOLUTIONS are welcome!
All donations made to Solutions go directly toward expenses in our 
efforts to provide“Respect, Rethink, Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle” 

activities and education.

we are now a 501(c)(3)

Please mail your contribution to: Solutions, 
P. O. Box 1549, Moab, UT 84532

http://www.moab-solutions.org/index.html

1460 North Avenue.....suite N
Grand Junction, CO

970.241.7610
WE CUT TO PLEASE!
Official Zephyr Hairstylist 
           since 1995...

from FAYE CARPENTER...

from

THE DESERT RAT 
COMMANDO

From one
Desert Rat 
to Another...

On this august
occasion...

Just remember
what the great
Prophet once
uttered , in a
moment of
pure and
cleansing clarity:

‘With all its Hopes,
Dreams, and
Urban Renewals,
the World
continues to
Deteriorate...

GIVE UP.”

Top 10 Media News Reports 
we Missed

10. Malaysia flight 370 was commandeered by 
Ukrainians trying to escape CNN

9.  Oscar Pistorius claims self-defense; says he was 
attacked by his bathroom door

8.   Fox News reports ObamaCare is a total failure 
- for the 706th time

7.   Website www.shochiolympics.com returns 
“Under Construction”

6.   ITAR-TASS reports Vladimir Putin will an-
nounce retirement to a dacha in Crimea

5.   Malaysia pilot’s home made flight simulator 
purchased by Al Qaeda for “recreational use”

4.   Washington Post says NASA space telescope 
sees into the future - and it isn’t good

3.   Edward Snowden releases documents showing 
NSA is monitoring emails from the deceased

2.   Malaysia Air claims Boeing 777 debris field 
found in Disneyland - cautions may not be from 
MH370

1.   Canyon Country Zephyr is 25 years old - in spite 
of its aging curmudgeonly editorial staff


